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Axway AMPLIFY is a data integration and engagement platform that achieves higher levels of efficiency and growth by transforming rigid and
manual connections between people, businesses, and machines into customer experience networks.

Why AMPLIFY?
Integration shouldn't hinder your business and customer success.
AMPLIFY makes integration an barrierless experience.

How does AMPLIFY do it?
Aside from offering a seamless experience across legacy software, cloud, shared services, and
hybrid deployment methods, AMPLIFY provides a marketplace where you can find products and
services to accelerate solution delivery. In addition, the AMPLIFY Marketplace provides a platform
you to co-create, share, and monetize your services and products in the Axway ecosystem.
AMPLIFY is bolstered by a large Developer Community where you can find tutorials, videos,
how-tos, and the latest events in the integration space. Connections to experience technology
professionals is only seconds away.

What does AMPLIFY offer?
AMPLIFY offers API-first integration with multiple on-ramps from
existing applications, cloud and enterprise mobility, and priced as
you grow while capable of supporting modern enterprise application
architectures.

AMPLIFY products and services
AMPLIFY allows you to build and manage apps and APIs with the following Axway/Appcelerator products and/or services:
App Builder: Get started building cross-platform mobile apps with Titanium, CLI, and Studio. See Titanium SDK, Appcelerator CLI,
and Axway Appcelerator Studio for their respective documentation.
API Builder - A powerful framework for building and running APIs and microservices
Dashboard: Full lifecycle visibility and real-time insights for all your apps and APIs
Mobile Backend Services: Pre-built services like push notifications, noSQL, geo-location, and more
API Central Service (Public Cloud) Getting Started Guide: Cloud native full-lifecycle API management and governance
API Management: Deploy your own API Management solution
Business Event Service: Automation for Service Delivery Teams
Search Service: Search service is a modern, big data-architected tool for high-velocity capture, high-volume storage, efficient
indexing, and easy search and retrieval

